
Tips for Practicing 
 
 
1- Listen (without playing, at first): 
Start by listening carefully and attentively to the whole piece, without piano, several 
times, in order to absorb the language, feeling, sound, rhythm, touch, and any melodic 
or harmonic ideas you might want to develop later on. This preparatory exercise will 
save you loads of time down the line. 
In music, listening is EVERYTHING. 
 
 
2- Melody:  
Now work on the melody, right hand alone, with the lyrics. 
Then practice few times the melody hands together at two octavian distance. 
Pay attention to phrasing, dynamics, and nuance, and memorize the right fingering.  
Sing the lyrics; it’ll help you memorize the tune, especially if you plan to improvise 
later. 
Knowing what the song’s about will help you get the right “feel,” 
which is THE most important thing.  
 
 
 
3- Bass: Now practice bass in whole notes, concentrating on your left hand only, 
then play the left hand arrangement.  
Practice a long time; find the right phrasing and rhythmic placement. 
Use a metronome starting at 40BPM placed on half-notes on beats 2 and 4.  
Try to memorize it by heart. 
Take your time, enjoy yourself, 
this is music – great music!  
“Inhabit” the sound, groove, dance! 
 
 
 
4- Play hands together very slowly, using a metronome, over and over, and 
gradually speed up the metronome by about five notches at a time, then start over the 
next day.  
Your hands are playing slow, but your mind stays fully active so you can control the 
notes, hand position, fingerings, phrasings, rythms, dynamics, etc... as fast as 
possible.  
Pay attention to detail, anticipate what’s coming next, sit comfortably at the 
keyboard, dig in to the tempo, picture each finger striking right in the middle of the 
key, etc.  
The left hand should be piano (not loud) and the melody “brought out” (louder). 
Play the left hand chords softer than the melody.  
 
 
• Stay relaxed when you play. Concentrate on SOUND and follow the melody; 
that’s the key to getting the right feel.  
• Alternate “playing” passages on the piano and “imagining” in details others without 
playing. (a huge time-saver!).  



 
 
5- How should you use the solo transcriptions in the videos? 
 
First absorb the solo by listening, as if it were a foreign language you wanted to learn.  
If you can read music, sight-read through them once or twice (or more!) without 
playing. 
 
Do this with pencil in hand, underlining some sections you like on the chart, so you 
can incorporate them later. 
 
Now play the piano, either practicing the whole transcription or sections a few 
measures long, over and over.  
 
Memorize the licks you like, play them over and over, transpose them into different 
keys of your choice (in order to really absorb them), and personalize them to build 
your own basic language for soloing.  
 
Now improvise with the video, moving progressively further away from the written 
transcription, until you’re totally independent.  
 
You need to keep the same number of beats, the structure and the same number 
of measures as you improvise.  
 
The key is to sing the tune and lyrics in your mind while you’re soloing on piano. 
Like everything else, you’ll get better with practice. 
 
 
 
 
6- Creativity is YOUR HOLY GRAIL!  
 
Little by little you can start making up your own rhythmic, harmonic and melodic 
licks based on this model. Make a note of them and record them.  
 
 
Remember, nothing is created, but anything can be transformed! 
 
 



 
It’s not your fingers playing! 

 

 

It’s all from your heart. One must feel you’re in love with rythms, melodies, chords 

telling the tale and dancing… 

But it’s also in your head: building a phrase, its color, how you play it, which 

fingering, which feel.  

The essence of playing piano, the key to success, is a focused mind. As the great 

masters say, “It’s not your fingers playing piano.” 

The rest of the time he thinks, meditates, focuses his mind, visualizes, and plays with 

harmony, rhythm and sound – without going near a piano.  

Your fingers are a tool, an interface. They obey orders from the control tower, your 

brain. 

Recent studies show that a beginner’s fingers are just as fast as a virtuoso’s, but they 

don’t know where to go!  

If your brain is precise, fast and inventive, your fingers will be too. They’ll carry out 

their mission. Just tell them where to go and how to get there, and they’ll do it! 

With this in mind, it’s counterproductive, and a waste of time, to spend hours on 

“Hanon” style exercises without engaging your mind and sensitivity to acquire the 

concentration you need.  

Without your realizing it, your playing will lack depth, sounding mechanical or 

“technical” in the worst sense of the word.  

"Hanoning" will train you to play without concentration or connection, and you’ll get 

lost in your musical statements! 

As Art Tatum used to say : “ don’t let your fingers play you” 



 

I don’t sound like your video when I play! 

Not quite, sorry! It would be so cool to just play the right notes and rhythm and bam, that’s it! 

Unfortunately, it’s not that simple...and maybe that’s a good thing. We’d get bored fast if it were all 

quick and simple! 

I remember being seven years old and practicing the first four bars of Ravel’s “Une Barque sur 

l’Océan” over and over, for hours on end, at the Nice Conservatory in ‘76, until I got the perfect sound 

and flow on the arpeggios. 

 The next day I started over, again and again, out of pure joy and satisfaction. Whenever I felt 

resistance, like my progress was incredibly slow, it was even more thrilling. I kept telling myself I’d 

get there eventually, somehow, it couldn’t be impossible. And little by little I got better at sound; that 

is, I got better at listening to my sound. I entered the world of sound like an explorer ventures into a 

cave. Suddenly all the nuances of sound were magnified by a kind of giant microscope. I shrank up like 

Alice in Wonderland. Every note was huge. Every note was a unique experience, with its own story to 

tell, its pitch, identity, dynamics and duration. On top of that, the surrounding notes affected my 

perception of it, and its musical role at that particular moment. These series of connected notes, as 

chosen by the composer or improviser, create a musical statement, and tell a story.  

At the heart of this process is the sound itself. 
 
 
 



 
Technical Tips 

 
 
• Setting Up the Video Screen: 
 
Set your screen near your piano.  
Once you’ve done all the preparatory work mentioned earlier (over several weeks) 
and you can play in time, start the video or your midi sequencer (see below), and play 
along hands separately, staying in sync with the pre-recorded piano part. 
 
Take the time to practice long enough with maximum rhythmic precision. 
It takes a long time to get the hang of it, and that’s what’s fascinating about practicing 
music:  
 
It’s all about process, not results! 
 
 
 
• Midi Files (.mid) 
 
You can also use the enclosed .mid midi sequencer (or .lms, if you’re using 
Midiculous), which lets you change the comp tempo. 
 
Note: To listen to midi files, you need an application that can read midi sequences on 
your computer; these are not audio sequences.  
I recommend Garage Band, Midiculous or Synthesia, but there lots of others that 
work well too. 
 
To change the comp speed, have your computer “play” the midi file at the desired 
tempo. You can also mute the piano, isolate the bass or drums, and so on. 
 
Choose “import midi file” on your favorite sequencer, then set each track as follows: 
one on the “drum kit” instrument, one on “bass” or “acoustic bass” and the last on 
“acoustic piano.” 
 
If you have problems using a midi sequencer, do a Google search; you’ll find all the 
answers to your technical questions for all applications and platforms! 
 
 
 
 
• Downloads, unlimited streaming, updates, unzipping .zip files, using an iPad, 
etc: 
 

Go to HELP -> FAQ’s; 
 

a series of tutorials will answer all your questions about using the site. 
 


